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Abstract-Medical  imaging  is  playing  a  vital  role  for
improvement  of  medical  facilities  in  rural  areas.  It  has
reduced the distance between patients and doctors, especially
in case of diagnosis. Where a radiologist can take a medical
images  using  applications  like  ‘teleradiology’  and  after
communicating with distance hospitals can take the proper
diagnostic. But as we know every facility comes with certain
amount of difficulty which can be faced in case of emergency
where a 10MB of image takes half an hour to communicate
even at a higher speed. This difficulty can be resolved with
the technique of compression which overcomes storage costs
as well as transmission time.  To solve this difficulty of speed
and storage, there are various methods of compression such
as  Scaling  Based  ROI,  Max-Shift  ROI  Coding,  Shape-
Adaptive Wavelet Transform and Scaling Based ROI, Sub
band Block Hierarchical Partitioning, SPHIT, Kernel Based
Mean Shift. Kernel Based Mean Shift ROI coding preserves
image  quality  in  diagnostically  critical  regions  by
performing advanced image compression, enabling superior
image  examination  and addressing  issues regarding image
handling  and  transmission  in  telemedicine  systems.  This
method  is  more  efficient  and  robust  as  comparison  to  all
other  ROI Coding Methods.  This  method  is  also used for
tracking of multiple objects and their weak localization. 

Keywords- Image  compression;  Region  of  Interest;  SB-
ROI;MAX-SHIFT  ROI;  SA-DWT;  SBHP;  SPHIT;  Kernel
Based Mean Shift.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent era the medical imaging has a great impact
on  the  diagnosis  of   a  range  of  diseases  and  surgical
planning. However, imaging devices continue to generate
more data per patient, regularly 1000 images or ~500 MB.
These  data  need  long-term  storage  and  efficient
transmission. Many compression algorithms produce high
compression rates in medical images.  But the quality of
loss  is  reasonable.  In  telemedicine  application  field
medicine  cannot  pay  for  any  insufficiency  in
diagnostically important regions means ROI.An approach
that brings a high compression rate with good quality in
the  ROI  is  necessary.  The  general  topic  is  to  preserve
quality  in  diagnostically  significant  regions,  while
allowing  lossily  encoding  the  other  regions.  The  main
reason for preserving regions other than ROI is make user
as more easily to locate the position of critical regions in
the  original  image  and  also  used  to  evaluate  the
interactions if possible with other organs. The evaluation
of digital images in the field of telemedicine application

leads  to  apply  compression  algorithm  to  medical
images.But, the store-and-forward mode stores as well as
access the data in due course.Here, any medical image can
be the data.  Images or other types of digital signals are
used to  express  a  majority of  the  modern  medical  data
including MRI, computer Tomography (CT), Ultrasound,
and Positron Emission Tomography (PET) [1].

The data or uncompress image to be transmitted and
stored requires needless space; as a result, it is desirable to
signify the information with considerably fewer bits, this
is nothing but compression [2]. At the same time, the data
or image must be able to reconstruct very close to original
data. This can be achieved via an effective and efficient
compression and decompression algorithm.

Some  of  the  most  accepted  properties  of  any
compression method for 3D medical images include: (i)
high lossless compression ratios, (ii) resolution scalability,
which refers to the capability to decode the compressed
image  data  at  various  resolutions,  and  (iii)  quality
scalability,  which refers  to  the  capability  to  decode the
compressed image at various qualities or signal-to-noise
ratios (SNR) up to lossless reconstruction [3].DICOM is
the  most  comprehensive  and  accepted  version  of  an
imaging communications standard.  DICOM format has a
header  which  contains  information  about  the  image,
imaging modality and information about the patient. The
header also contains information about the type of media
(CT,  MRI,  audio  recording,  etc.)  and  the  image
dimensions.  Body  of  DICOM  standard  contains
information  objects  such  as  medical  reports,  audio
recordings and images. This paper presents the application
of ROI coding in the field of telemedicine. First, the ROIs
and their particular resolutions must be specified by the
user  with using kernel  based  Mean shift  method.  After
this,  the  input  image  is  partitioned  and  the  ROI  are
extracted from each of the tiles using the tiling method.
The  extracted  tiles  belong  to  various  ROI(s)  and  their
residual  background.  Huffman  encoding  is  performed
after  transforming  each  and  every  tile  using  lifting
wavelet.  Then  the  final  ROI  encoded  image  data  is
obtained by integrating the Huffman encoded tiles into a
single unit.  By integrating the encoded ROI image data
accurately the background is made to come after the ROI
tiles which appear first in the encoded image data. This
encoded  image  block  is  appended  with  a  header  that
consists of information related to the number of ROIs, co-
ordinates  and  resolutions  of  each  ROI.  The  ROI  then
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reconstructs  the  image  such  that  the background  tile  is
decoded  only  after  decoding  the  ROI.  The  resolution
available  in  the  header  of  the  encoded  data  is  used  to
decode  the  tiles.  The  ROI  tiles  are  displayed  in  the
corresponding co-ordinates after the decoding phase using
the co-ordinate details.

 The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II  presents a brief review of the related literature and a
detailed  overview of  the  wavelet  transform  is  given  in
Section III. Section IV discusses the proposed ROI coding
scheme  for  medical  images  and  the  experimental
parameters  are  presented  in  Section  V.  Section  VI
discusses the comparative study in different ROI Coding
with  respective  proposed  technique  Finally,  the
conclusions are summed up in Section VII.

II. REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCH

A handful of researches are available in the literature
for encoding an image based on ROI. Recently, utilization
of wavelets and techniques like Huffman for encoding of
ROI  has  received  a  big  deal  of  attention  among  the
researchers.  A  brief  review  of  some  of  the  current
research works is open here.

Lei  Wang,  Jiaji  Wu,  Licheng  Jiao and  Guangming
Shi [4] have proposed method Low-RKLT is used for the
inter-frame  decorrelation  after  SA-DWT  in  the  spatial
domain.  Simulation  results  show  that,  the  projected
method performs much better in both lossless and lossy
compression than 3D DWT-based method.

Charalampos Doukas And Ilias Maglogiannis[5] have
provided  an  overview  of  state-of  the-  art  ROI  coding
techniques practical on medical images. These techniques
are classified according to the image type they relate to;
thus  the  first  class  includes  ROI  coding  schemes
developed for two-dimensional (2-D) still medical images
whereas  the second class consists of ROI coding in the
case of volumetric images. In the third class, a prototype
ROI  encoder  for  compression  of  angiogram  video
sequences is presented.

Navjot Kaur and Preeti Singh[6] have analysed that
new  method  of  image  data  compression  for  medical
images has been proposed to achieve high PSNR (Peak
Signal  to  Noise  Ratio).  Image  compression  using  Set
Partitioning In  Hierarchical  Trees  (SPIHT)  transform is
being compared with the other well known wavelets like
Discrete  Cosine  Transform  (DCT),  DiscreteWavelet
Transform  (DWT),  Dual  Tree  Complex  Wavelet
Transform (DTCWT) and Embedded Zero-Tree Wavelet
(EZW). The comparison is carried out in terms of coding
efficiency, memory requirements, and image quality. This
research paper presents an image compression algorithm
using  Modified  Fast  Haar  Wavelet  Transformation
(MFHWT)  and  SPIHT.  It  is  considered  that  Haar
functions are simplest wavelets.

Md. Ahasan Kabir,  M. A. Masud Khan,  Md. Tajul
Islam, Md. Liton Hossain,and Abu Farzan Mitul[7] have
proposed  an  algorithm  for  medical  image  compression
based  on  lifting  base  wavelet  transform  coupled  with
SPIHT  (Set  Partition  in  Hierarchical  Trees)  coding
algorithm,  of  which  we  applied  the  lifting  structure  to

improve  the  drawbacks  of  conventional  wavelet
transform.  We  compared  the  results  with  a  variety  of
wavelet  based  compression  algorithm.  Experimental
results  show that  the  proposed  algorithm is  superior  to
traditional methods for all tested images at low bit rate.
Our  algorithm  provides  superior  PSNR  and  MSSIM
values for medical images only at low bit rate.

Vaishali G.Dubey And Jaspal Singh [8] presents new
JPEG2000 based lossy image compression method based
on  2D  discrete  wavelet  transform.  In  the  proposed
method, 3D image is divided into smaller non-overlapping
tiles  on  which  2D  DWT  is  applied  .Thereafter,  Hard
Thresholding  and  Huffman  coding  are  respectively
applied on each of the tiles to get compressed image. The
Performance  of  proposed  compression  method  is
measured over various images and found to be efficient
method of image compression in terms of short coding,
less calculations.

III. WAVELET TRANSFORM

Wavelet transforms have emerged as one of the most
significant  and  potent  tool  for  signal  representation.
Currently, image processing, data compression, and signal
processing utilize wavelet  transforms.  A 'small  wave'  is
indicated by the word wavelet. French seismologist Jean
Morlet introduced it as a theoretical formalism in 1980. 

Any  wavelet  transform for  which  the  wavelets  are
disjointedly  sampled  is  called  as  a  Discrete  Wavelet
Transform (DWT).  Data  compression  is  one  use of  the
wavelet  approximation.  Effective  compression  can  be
achieved  by  encoding the  data  that  is  transformed  by
employing  wavelet  transform,  like  certain  other
transforms.

In  JPEG2000  employs  the  2-D  discrete  wavelet
transform (DWT). DWT decomposes its input into the our
spatial frequency subbands [9].
The our four spatial frequency subbands as follows:
 LL: low subbands for row and column filtering
 HL:  high subbands for row filtering and low subbands

for column filtering
 LH:  low subbands for row filtering and high subbands

for columns filtering
 HH: high subbands for row and column filtering

Each level of DWT decomposes is iterative. This
paper,  compact  with  medical  volumes,  which  are
classically acquired as a sequence of axial slices.

Depending  on  the  slice  thickness,  there  can  be
significant  correlation in the slice  direction.  We exploit
this  correlation  by applying  a  DWT in the direction  as
specified in JPEG2000 prior to the DWT.

Figure.1.DWT Structure
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IV. PROPOSED ROI ENCODING SCHEME FOR  MEDICAL

IMAGES

One of the most significant features offered by JPEG-
2000 is ROI coding. Instead of encoding the entire image
as  a  single  entity,  it  permits  imposing  mixed  fidelity
constraints to diverse regions of the image. This property
is mainly beneficial  for  image coding applications used
for  compressing  medical  images  where  the  image  is
composed  of  regions  that  requires  to  be  encoded  at
diverse  bit  rates[10].  Then,  by  means  of  Huffman,  the
significant  region  and  the  diagnostically  insignificant
region  are  encoded  with  discrete  resolutions.  Some
fundamental  advantages  of  the  proposed  ROI-based
coding scheme are as follows, 
 ROI or  Non-ROIs can be of any standard rectangular

shape.
 Visually irritating edges around the ROI are avoided by

corrupting  the  quality  of  the  surroundings  pleasingly
after ensuring the quality of the ROI.

 Different  resolutions  can  be  used  for  encoding
multiple ROIs.

A.   ROI Based Encoder
The proposed ROI-based coding system involves the 

following steps,
1. User  interaction  mode  of  selection  of  ROI  and  their

related resolution with kernel based mean shift method.
2. Extraction  of  user  selected  ROIs  and  residual

background by means of the tiling process.
3. Lifting  Wavelet  Transform  (LWT)  employed

decomposition  of  residual  background  and  extracted
ROIs.

4. Encoding the transformed image blocks by employing
Huffman

5. Ordering  the  encoded  data  segments  to  achieve
effective image transmission.
Fig.2 illustrates the block diagram of the proposed ROI

encoding scheme[10].

Figure.2. Block diagram of the proposed ROI encoding scheme

A. ROI  selection  with  kernel  based  mean  shift  with
resolution

In  kernel  based meanshift  first  pick the attribute of
the object to model the object by user interaction. Then
we are using colour as the attribute and the normalised
histogram as our model. So in the Image frame, we select
the target object by placing a bounding box. ROI (Region
of Interest),  around it. Assuming the whole thing, while
including the background, in the bounding box belongs to
the target, we create the normalised colour histogram[11].

Now we take the next frame and place our bounding
box at the same location as the previous frame and create
a candidate normalised colour histogram.

Next comes the Meanshift bit. The Meanshift algorithm is
given  below:

1. Consider a set S of n data points xi in d-D Euclidean
space X.

2. Let  K(x) denote  a  kernel  function that  indicates  how
much x contributes    to the estimation of the mean.

3. Then, the sample mean m at x with kernel K is given by

4. The difference m(x) − x is called mean shift.
5. Mean shift algorithm: iteratively move date point to its

mean.
6. In each iteration, x ← m(x).
7. The algorithm stops when m(x) = x.
8. The  sequence  x,  m(x),m(m(x)),  .  .  .  is  called  the

trajectory of x.
 In  kernel-based  Meanshift,  a  kernel  profile  is

overlaid on the ROI and the model is created based on the
kernel. Because of the shape of this kernel, the calculated
pixels towards the centre of the ROI would have a greater
value than the pixels towards the edges, which gives the
ability to reject interfering backgrounds.There is one key
difference between a kernel-based Meanshift and simple
Meanshift. When the target or candidate model is created
in a kernel-based Meanshift , a suitable kernel is used in
the ROI and the value of the kernel corresponding to the
colour pixel value is used to create the histogram instead
of  the  actual  colour  value.  The method of  creating  the
model,  i.e.,  histogram,  in  the  kernel-based  Meanshift
method  is the same as common, expect that instead of
incrementing  the  matching  bin  by  1,  the  value  of  the
kernel at that location is added to the bin[11].
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Using the Epanichnikov kernel  for  an  ROI of  5X5
pixels might look like shown below. We can see that the
pixels near the centre have a larger value than the pixels at
the edges:

(Xn,Yn)=Pixel values other than centre of ROI i.e each
pixel(X,Y) in the ROI Window

                  (Xc,Yc)=0.96 is Centre of ROI

B.    Tiling

Tiling can be described as the method of separating
the  image  into  several  non  overlapping  blocks  called
tiles.Encoding is performed on the entire image by either
considering  it  as  a  single  tile  or  as  several  separate
rectangular tiles. Regions Of Interest (ROIs) are extracted

from the image (I), by the proposed scheme as a tile(s). In
the  original  image,  the  pixel  intensity  values  that
correspond to the ROI are given a zero value as implied
by the extraction. The pixels which form ROI(s)  of the
image are used to create the tile(s)[10]. Thus, a set of tiles
will  be  created  that  correspond  to  each  ROI  and  the
residual background image having zero intensity values in
the ROI. The entire available image blocks including the
residual  background  image  are  regarded  as  tiles.  These
tiles are to be encoded separately with distinct resolution
value.

C .    Lifting Wavelet Transform

The Discrete  Wavelet  Transform (DWT) is  an  all-
purpose  signal  processing  tool  that  is  employable  in
several engineering and scientific applications. DWT has
been  adopted  in  the  forthcoming  JPEG2000  image
compression standard because it  is especially successful
in  the  area  of  image  compression[10].  Recently,  the
concept  of  lifting has  facilitated improvement  of  power
and versatility of the wavelet transforms by providing net
insight and ideas on wavelets. Up to 100% higher than the
computational  efficiency  of  the  common  direct
convolution  based  implementation  is  achieved  by  the
efficient way of DWT implementation provided by lifting.
The diverse tiles obtained from tiling can be regarded as
signals.  Lifting wavelet  transform is employed for  each
signal.  A given  signal  f  j  is  transformed  into a  coarser
signal f j−1 and a detail signal d j−1 by wavelet transform
with  lifting.  Fig.3  depicts  this  step  of  lifting  wavelet
transform. The following three processes are involved in
the lifting scheme wavelet transform,
1) Split
2) Predict
3) Update

Figure 3. A typical step of the lifting wavelet transform

1) Split
The given signal  f j  can be partitioned into even  fe

and odd fo samples by applying a lazy wavelet.
2) Predict

Odd samples can be calculated if the even samples
are  specified  because  of  the  high  correlation  between
neighboring samples of the signal. The average of the two
even samples ( f j,2l , f j,2l+2 ) adjacent to the odd sample
f  j,2l+1 is  calculated  as  the  predicted  value  of  the  odd
sample.  The  extent  to  which  the  given  signal  deviates
from linearity can be measured as the difference between
the predicted and original signal values of the odd sample.
The  thus  obtained  difference  is  the  high  frequency
component of the signal.
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3) Update
All  the  stages  of  decomposition  should  protect  the

average of the signal

with  updating  the  even  samples  using  the  already
computed detail coefficients dj-1,l,, a consistent average is
maintained in the coarse signal.

D.    HUFFMAN Encoding

a) Development of Huffman Coding Algorithm 
1. Read the image on to the workspace of the .NET. 
2.  Convert the given colour image into grey level image. 
3.  Call a function which will find the symbols (i.e.pixel

value which is non-repeated). 
4.  Call a function which will calculate the probability of

each symbol. 
5.  Probability of symbols are arranged in decreasing order

and  lower  probabilities  are  merged  and  this  step  is
continued until only two probabilities are left and codes
are assigned according to rule that :the highest probable
symbol will have a shorter length code. 

6.  Further Huffman encoding is performed i.e. mapping
of the code words to the corresponding symbols  will
result in a compressed data[8].

Huffman  coding  is  an  entropy  coding  algorithm
which is used in lossless image compression. This coding
technique  is  organized  by  David.  A.  Huffman.  In
Huffman coding each symbol is represented in a specific
method  which  expresses  the  most  common  characters
with fewer strings than used for any other character. The
performance  of  the  method  is  considered  using
entropy[12] .

b) Entropy Coding
Entropy measures the amount of information present

in  the  data  or  the  degree  of  the  data  which  is  to  be
radomness.  After  the  data  has  been  quantized  into  a
limited set of values it can be encoded using an entropy
coder  to  achieve  additional  compression  using
probabilities of occurrence of data. This technique is also
reduces  the  statistical  redundancy.  The  entropy  coder
encodes  the  given  set  of  symbols  with  the  minimum
number  of  bits  required  to  represent  them[12].  It  is  a
variable  length  coding  which  means  that  it  assigns
different number of bits to be different gray levels. If the
probability  of  occurrence  amount  is  more,  then  fewer
bits/sample will be assigned. 
ENTROPY  (H):  Suppose  we  have  M  input  levels  or
symbols (S1, S2...SM) with their probabilities (P1, P2....,
PM) 

Inside  the  least  random   case  it  takes  only  one  value
where

H = 0

Most random case: H = log2M
The  average  number  of  bits  for  each  pixel  needed

with Huffman coding is given by.

Where Pk represent the probabilities of the symbols
and  Nk  represent  the  number  of  bits  per  the  code
generated.  Coding efficiency  (ŋ)  can  also be  calculated
using H and R generated earlier

E.    Organization of Encoded Data
The Huffman  encoded  tiles  are  incorporated  into  a

single  block  which  consists  of  the  ROI encoded image
data. Tiles representing ROI are made to come first in the
block i.e. ,before the background by sorting the encoded
image  data  appropriately[10].  To  each  block  a  header
consisting of the following details are added.

1) Number of ROI
2) Co-ordinates of each ROI
3) Resolution of each ROI
Fig.4 shows the format of encoded image data.

Figure.4 Format of the final Encoded Data

V. EXPERIMENT PARAMETER

A. PSNR (Peak Signal Noise Ratio)

The  objective  performance  is  measured  by  peak
signal-to noise ratio (PSNR) of the reconstructed image.
PSNR measured in decibels (dB) is given by:

Where the value 255 is the highest possible value that
can be attained by the image signal.

B. Mean Square Error

MSE (Mean Square Error) to measure the distortion
produced after the embedding process.

C. Compression ratio

It is the measure of the reduction of detail coefficient
of data.

CR = (Discarded Data) / (Original Data)
In the method of image compression, it is important

to know how much important coefficient one can discard
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from input data in order to preserve critical information of
the original data.

VI.  COMPARATIVE STUDY

By  studying  few  paper  we  observed  that,  several
ROI-based techniques are reported and compared in ,the
general scaling, the MAXSHIFT, the EZW-based, and the
SPHIT  methods  are  require  additional  coefficients  to
decode  the  object.  This  may  be  the  bottleneck  of  the
system,  which  may increase  the  complexity.  The  exact
decoding of the object feasibility refers to the ability of
the  method  to  preserve  the  entire  ROI  without  pixel-
blending  artifacts.  One  of  the  features  of  ROI-based
coding technique is to support any arbitrary shape of ROI.
The proposed technique does not require any additional
bits  for  encoding  as  in  MAXSHIFT.  Hence,  the
algorithmic  complexity is  in  the  less  amount,  and such
less complex systems are recommended for Telemedicine.
Use of LWT in coding itself has facilitated improvement
of  power  and  versatility  of  the  wavelet  transforms  by
providing  net  insight  and  ideas  of  wavelets..  Also  the
proposed technique supports arbitrary coding of ROI as
well as progressive transmission of data with priority to
ROI. Further, in the proposed technique the ROI is also
compressed  by  lossless  Huffman  Encoder  method
allowing more compression.

 

Table1.Result analysis of proposed system with other ROI
Coding Techniques

VII. CONCLUSION

We have provided an overview of state of the art of
ROI  coding  technique  applied  to  medical  images  and
medical  videos.ROI  coding  preserve  image  quality  in
diagnostically  critical  region  by  performing  image
compression,better  image  examination  and  image
handling ,Hence kernel based method is to be considered
quite important in weak localization of ROI. An another
advantage  of  proposed  technique  does  not  require  any

additional  bits  for  encoding  as  in  MAXSHIFT.The
technique  is  computationally  very efficient,  and usually
converges in three or four iterations. Hence Kernel based
Meanshift  method  is  more  efficient  and  robust  as
comparison to other ROI Coding Methods. Every medical
image contains some redundant type information, which
needs to be identified by the user to obtain compression.
ROI-based  compression  is  providing  better  results  as
compared  with  lossless  methods.Such  method  are
recommended  for  telemedicine  system  especially  rural
area, where network resources have limitations. 
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